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Abstract: New smart technologies and the internet of things increasingly play a key role in healthcare
and wellness, contributing to the development of novel healthcare concepts. These technologies
enable a comprehensive view of an individual’s movement and mobility, potentially supporting
healthy living as well as complementing medical diagnostics and the monitoring of therapeutic
outcomes. This overview article specifically addresses smart shoes, which are becoming one such
smart technology within the future internet of health things, since the ability to walk defines large
aspects of quality of life in a wide range of health and disease conditions. Smart shoes offer the
possibility to support prevention, diagnostic work-up, therapeutic decisions, and individual disease
monitoring with a continuous assessment of gait and mobility. This overview article provides the
technological as well as medical aspects of smart shoes within this rising area of digital health
applications, and is designed especially for the novel reader in this specific field. It also stresses the
need for closer interdisciplinary interactions between technological and medical experts to bridge the
gap between research and practice. Smart shoes can be envisioned to serve as pervasive wearable
computing systems that enable innovative solutions and services for the promotion of healthy living
and the transformation of health care.
Keywords: smart shoes; digital health; eHealth; mHealth; machine learning; Parkinson’s disease;
sensor-based gait analysis; telehealth
1. Introduction
Technology developments towards novel healthcare concepts pave the way for the rising area of
digital health, which, according to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), includes categories
such as mobile health (mHealth), health information technology, wearable devices, telehealth and
telemedicine, and personalized medicine. Especially, new smart wearable technologies and the
health information technology provided by the internet of things would enable a comprehensive
view of an individual’s life. In this context, mobility is of the utmost importance, as it defines
quality of life in healthy living and chronic diseases. In numerous neurological, musculoskeletal,
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and cardiovascular disorders, distinct symptoms reduce motor function and/or cardio-pulmonary
capacity, and thereby limit the independence and autonomy of individuals. Even though the
disease-causing mechanisms and symptomatic patterns are specific to each disorder, impaired mobility
is a typical consequence. This fact makes mobility an important surrogate marker for disease severity,
progress, and responsiveness to the prescribed therapies, providing opportunities to assist therapeutic
decision making.
The continuous, automatic monitoring of sensor-based information on walking ability and
mobility is increasingly exploited to support objective assessment for preventative and proactive
disease management and diagnostic workup, and to assist with therapeutic decision-making. In this
work, we envision to leverage the emerging Internet of Health Things (IoHT) [1] to enable the
application of smart devices for continuous, real-time monitoring. Smart shoes are an attractive
form of smart devices for the purpose of mobility assessment for three reasons: (i) smart shoes
have a predefined, rigid sensor position on the foot, providing accurate and flexible biomechanical
analysis; (ii) smart shoes can be used to monitor gait, a highly stereotype movement that enables the
automated assessment of functional biomechanics; and (iii) smart shoes enable a non-obtrusive and
non-stigmatizing integration of technology, ultimately improving patient acceptance and long-term
adherence. We also envision that the sporting goods industry will produce a growing number of
sensor-equipped smart shoes that are capable of monitoring fitness and health conditions. The current
limitations of this technology, namely restricted usability to patients, limited battery runtime,
and especially restriction to only one shoe model due to a limited availability of instrumentation, will
be overcome in the future once this mass-market availability is ensured.
Mobility monitoring technologies demand research in sensor-based data acquisition and its
subsequent analysis to support objective and clinically relevant gait analysis outside of conventional
clinical environments [2]. The mounting popularity of this research topic is reflected by the annually
increasing number of related articles as shown in Figure 1. Thus, this paper aims to provide an
overview of the important engineering aspects of smart-shoe applications in the field of IoHT. It will
also highlight the differences and requirements of the related engineering and medical needs (Figure 2),
which are critical components for effective biomedical engineering solutions.
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2. Technological Aspects of Smart Shoes for Digital Health
In this section, we give an overview of the important technological aspects of gait assessment
using smart shoes in terms of data acquisition system design, methods for sensor data analysis,
and application examples.
2.1. Acquisition Systems
Remote gait assessment with smart shoes requires a data acquisition system that will collect
sensor data relevant to important gait events while ensuring ease-of-use for long-term compliance.
The technical acceptance of the sensing system is particularly important, as the lack of it may lead
to insufficient motivation to use the system and reduced data quality. Particularly, an efficient
management of power is important to reduce the frequency of required charging of devices, which is
closely related to the technical acceptance of the system. Wireless transmission of the recorded data
avoids technical manipulation of the device by patients, and simultaneously acts as a data gateway to
push the obtained data to the cloud. This area has been intensively studied in the field of Body Sensor
Networks [7–9]. In the following two subsections, we will address details regarding the technical
acceptance issues, mainly those related to energy consumption and data generation.
2.1.1. Energy Management Aspects
Smart shoes assessing gait require optimized energy management to maximize system runtime
and minimize technical manipulation by users. Three ajor aspects influence efficient system
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energy consumption [10]. First, the computational complexity and efficiency of soft- and hardware
components need to be optimized. Particularly in the case of wearable systems, energy-aware software
implementation methods [11] should be applied, and hardware choices should be made with a focus
on low energy consumption [12]. Second, the application context should be taken into account [13].
If the smart shoe recognizes that no data is being produced, the system could go into a low energy
consumption (e.g., sleep) mode. Especially for medical monitoring scenarios, continuous and reliable
system function must, nevertheless, be ensured [14]. A promising solution for the efficient energy
management for smart shoes includes energy harvesting. For instance, energy harvesting from
electromagnetic fields [15], other ambient energy sources [16], and human movement have gained
considerable research attention, and will be implemented in end-user systems in the foreseeable
future [17].
2.1.2. Data Generation
Reliable data generation is an important basis for all subsequent analysis and application pipelines.
A wide variety of sensors are applicable in the context of smart shoes:
• Relative location and orientation determination using inertial-magnetic measurement units
(IMMUs, consisting of an accelerometer, a gyroscope, and a magnetometer) and data fusion
algorithms [18]. This data can be used, for example, for gait analysis that is explained later.
• Absolute location determination using satellite navigation systems (GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO) [19],
which can also provide time information [20]. Relative and absolute location and orientation
determination can be fused using loosely or tightly coupled data fusion algorithms [21]. This data
can be used, for example, for wide-range activity tracking in a daily living outdoor context.
• Foot plantar pressure determination using various forms of pressure sensors, which provide
information regarding how effectively and efficiently individuals control the distribution of the
body weight during gait [22]. This data can be used, for example, for rehabilitation purposes,
when a patient should not put too much weight onto a leg after surgery.
• Ambient environmental sensors, such as atmospheric pressure sensors for altitude-dependent
activities (e.g., stair climbing or hiking) and local weather information (changes over minutes and
hours), and light and sound sensors for context-related information generation.
• Internal status sensors, for example for battery and memory capacity (not discussed further).
Besides sensor data recording, data transmission and storage are also of central importance.
The obtained sensor data are typically stored locally on the acquisition system with limited capacity.
Therefore, data acquisition systems often have cloud-based data transmission capabilities [23].
For maximum usability, wireless transmission is typically employed, e.g., Bluetooth, Wi-Fi,
or proprietary solutions. For our own system, we envision a smart shoe data concentrator that
uses wireless battery charging as well as safe and secure cloud data transmission during non-usage
periods (Figure 3). It would also contain an offline-data storage module in cases where no cloud data
transmission is available or required. Lastly, the data transmission and storage implementation needs
to adhere to data safety and security requirements, especially in the case of medical technology systems
that manipulate sensitive patient health information.
An overview of sensing technologies with more details (accelerometer, gyroscope, compass sensor,
pressure sensors, . . . ) can be found in the literature, for example in [24,25].
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2.2. Analysis Methods
Once the sensor data are acquired, informative and relevant parameters must be computed to
derive the necessary information relevant to important sports, health, and medical events (Figure 4).
First, the computed parameters should be able to facilitate an objective assessment of user performance
and mobility status. Second, the parameters should be determined with sufficient accuracy and
reliability for use in assessment by domain experts. Therefore, the development of analysis methods
should be driven by two inherently different concepts, defining: (i) what would be useful to measure
from a medical p i t of view; and (ii) how these measures can be obtained from an engineering point
of view. The developmen of an lysis methods is further dr ven by the application context. For smart
shoes specifically, this paper discusses al orithms fo two major areas of applications: (1) activity
pattern recognition for applications in sports and healthy living; and (2) gait signature derivation for
medical diagnostic and treatment contexts.
First, activity patterns (Figure 4, left) provide qualitative information about daily physical
activities, such as type, duration, or temporal structure, enabling the assessment of gross changes
in the engaged activities or mobility status. Activity pattern computation only requires basic signal
processing with no a priori information regarding the subject or the performed activity. Most activity
pattern computation c n be broadly applied without the need for individualization or for the targeting
of specific tasks. Consequently, activity patterns are not suitable for the identification of distinct
motions or disease-related gait patterns and characteristics. Figure 4 (left) pro ides n exemplary
illustration of an “activity barcode” that characterizes one’s physical activity patterns over time [26].
Second, gait signatures (Figure 4, right) allow the computation of quantitative parameters of
specific motions, enabling a more detailed analysis of motion patterns (including variability) [27]
and mobility status [28]. Gait signature computation requires tailored signal processing and prior
knowledge of the biomechanics of specific movements. It often benefits from a priori knowledge
about the subject’s biomechanical (anatomical) information and/or the performed activity profiles,
e.g., an incorporation of subject-, activity-, or disease-specific information. Nevertheless, this implies a
restriction to specific, well-understood disease conditions, which increases the amount of resources
required for developing and validating the respective algorithms. As an example, Schülein et al. used
a smart shoe gait signature analysis system to objectively measure the gait parameters of geriatric
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patients with and without support of a wheeled walker, aimed at evaluating the individual therapy
effect caused by this walking aid [29].
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In this section, we provide an overview of concrete analysis methods that are relevant for both
activity pattern and gait signature computation. As outlined in an excellent review article by [30],
there is a common pipeline for inertial sensor-based gait analysis (reproduced and adapted in Figure 5).
We will focus on arguably the most important pipeline steps: preprocessing, segmentation, estimation
of gait patterns, and recognition of, for example, the clinically applicable mobility status.
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2.2.1. Preprocessing
Preprocessing prepares the incoming raw sensor data for subsequent analysis steps. This
includes optimizing sampling frequency [31], sensor calibration (e.g., using in-field procedures [32,33]),
eliminating irrelevant information from sensor data (e.g., non-human generated sensor noise) using
filters [34], drift correction (e.g., using Fourier-based integration [35] or sequential drift correction [23]),
and gravity cancellation (e.g., using Kalman filtering [35] or gradient descent-based algorithms [19]).
These procedures usually produce gravity-free kinematic information of the sensing unit, such as the
estimated orientation and position.
2.2.2. Segmentation
Segmentation is important for real-time or ongoing applications where it is impractical or impossible
to process the continuously recorded sensor data as a single segment. For activity patterns, these segments
are typically fixed-size, moving window-based, and depend on the application context (e.g., minutes
for short-term analysis or hours for long-term analysis). For gait signatures, segmentation typically
involves two steps: a moving window-based approach in order to detect gait events, allowing for the
segmentation of the data into meaningful segments, such as stride or gait bouts. These can be facilitated
by simplistic approaches such as peak detection or zero-crossings [36], or sequential model-based
approaches such as hidden Markov models [37]. Template-based approaches, such as longest common
subsequence [38], Dynamic Time Warping [39], and the multi-dimensional subsequence Dynamic Time
Warping approach (msDTW) [40] are also commonly used. The aforementioned methods are often
chosen and optimized depending on the application context, as they vary in computational complexity
for training, effectiveness, and generality. IMMU data are the most commonly used sensing modality
for gait segmentation; however, additional sensors can also be exploited, such as pressure sensors
within insoles [41].
2.2.3. Estimation of Gait Patterns
When a feature-based machine learning algorithm is employed to recognize important gait
events (Section 2.2.4), the extraction of relevant gait parameters (referred to as gait patterns in
this work) can significantly reduce the amount of data and help provide an application-specific
interpretation of important gait events. Gait patterns can be represented via a finite number of
spatiotemporal gait parameters. These parameters can be extracted from the time or frequency
domain [42]. Commonly used time domain gait features include local extrema [43,44], adaptive
thresholds (or zero) crossings [23,45,46], and gait symmetry indexes [47]. Common frequency domain
features include FFT (Fast Fourier Transformation) coefficients [42,48] and wavelet transforms [49].
Other inter-domain features, such as principal component analysis-based approaches [50,51], geometric
template matching [52], or curve aligning [53] are also often used.
The aforementioned parameters can be calculated based on a human gait model (e.g., [54]), which
divides gait patterns into relevant application-based groups, or on an abstraction model, which directly
estimates the gait parameters. Human gait models [27] usually do not involve subject-specific training,
but can be problematic in the case of an impaired gait due to their generality. Abstraction models [55]
use machine learning methods for a direct estimation of gait patterns. These models are more robust
to inter-subject variability, but require substantial data for the training phase [56].
2.2.4. Recognition of Important Gait Events
Gait event recognition compares the incoming sensor data, either in the form of preprocessed
time-series or computed gait features, to reference characteristics of important gait events in order to
enable a qualitative and/or quantitative assessment of mobility status. This is typically conducted
either by time-series template matching or feature-based machine learning algorithms [30].
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For time-series template matching, the computed features are directly compared to fixed patterns or
parameters and distance measures, such as a deviation from the subject-specific or disease-specific norm.
In [30], several approaches are reported, including Euclidean distance and correlation coefficients [57].
A more sophisticated method is template matching, where Dynamic Time Warping is often adopted [39].
Feature-based machine learning algorithms, in contrast, address the recognition step as a classification
problem and are trained a priori by evaluating their classification outcomes. The respective approaches use
algorithms such as support vector machines [58], artificial neural networks [59], hidden Markov model
classifiers [60], and Gaussian mixture model classifiers [61]. A detailed report on these and further
classifiers can be found in a review paper on activity classification [62].
The outcomes of the gait event recognition procedure, i.e., the class or similarity measures, can be
used for a variety of applications, including disease classification, progress tracking, evaluation of the
effectiveness of therapeutic interventions, and computation of any form of deviation from the norm,
either across a population or for individual patients.
2.3. Application Examples
In this section, we outline concrete application examples for smart shoe systems that make use of
the described acquisition and analysis steps. First, we will outline sports and healthy living applications
that benefit from both activity pattern as well as gait event detection algorithms. Then, we focus on
medical applications, which are based on detecting specific gait signatures and gait-specific parameters.
2.3.1. Sports and Healthy Living Applications
Sports and healthy living applications of smart shoes mainly target the unregulated,
consumer-oriented, low-cost lifestyle devices market. Within the so-called “quantified-self” movement,
many applications are engaged with activity pattern monitoring. For example, individuals monitor
their everyday step count and gait speed [56] with the target to improve habits, or they quantify
sports performance with mobile motion capture [63]. Other applications also address gait signature
analysis. For example, IMMUs are used to determine joint stress in barefoot running [64], landing
patterns [30] and vertical loading [29,30,35,45,65–68], loading while running barefoot [69], the effects of
a high-heeled gait [70], the effects of rollover footwear [71], and the influence of the long-term wearing
of unstable shoes [67].
2.3.2. Medical Applications
Medical applications target the heavily regulated, patient-oriented, high-accuracy medical devices
market. Most applications that are based on smart shoe technologies aim for impairment-specific
gait signature assessment. A recent review article [25] gives an excellent overview regarding the
applications of smart shoes in the medical domain, including fantastic overview tables that compare
related work with specific items. In their study, the authors found that 29% of the included articles
address Parkinson’s disease, 17% Cerebral Palsy, and 13% orthoses, as summarized in Figure 6.
In [28], Klucken et al. integrated clinical gait assessment in a smart shoe for the machine
learning-based discrimination of healthy controls and patients in increasing stages of Parkinson’s
disease (PD). The results proved that discrimination using these objective measurements is feasible.
PD has also been in the focus of different review articles [72,73] discussing the applicability
and possibilities of especially wearable monitoring technologies. A reason for this is that PD is an
excellent model disease for the development of mHealth technologies [74], where the results will
be generalizable to a variety of other neurological and musculoskeletal conditions [75]. Wearables’
application to PD was also investigated in an excellent article by Del Din and colleagues [76]. Caudron
et al. introduced a real-time system that could provide visual feedback to improve postural stability in
PD [77]. Feedback was given in the form of depicting the geometry of the patient’s body. The authors
recruited 17 patients with PD, and tested their balance after pull-tests under various conditions, e.g.,
eyes closed/open with or without visual biofeedback.
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Figure 6. Distribution of research efforts on different gait pathologies (data originates from research
papers published between 1970 and 2016). Figure modified with permission of the authors of [25]. PD:
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co parable study by orak et al. examined the influence of smart shoes on stability and
gait rehabilitation [78]. The authors highlighted the potential to individualize the diagnosis of gait
i pair ent and the adaptation of treat ent to the specific difficulties of each subject. ccording to
the authors, it is crucial that therapists recognize the benefits and li itations of technology-enriched
therapy. They also advocated that further steps to ards telerehabilitation and digital health ould
be beneficial.
In [79], Sch enk et al. targeted the discri ination of frailty status in geriatric patients, i.e.,
non-frail, pre-frail, and frail. The study as based on data collected for the rizona frailty cohort,
and e ployed a earable sensor-based at-ho e assess ent of gait, balance, and physical activity.
Their results sho ed that stride length and double support ti e ere the ost sensitive para eters
for discri inating the three conditions.
Lee et al. validated the use of s art shoes during a 10- alking test to quantify the functional
level in individuals ith spinal cord disorders [80] and to predict their postoperative outco es [81].
Their results support the view that the measurement of spatiotemporal gait characteristics from smart
shoes can provide an accurate representation of functional level and predictions of surgical outcomes.
A different application was addressed by Perrier et al. in [82]. The authors focused on diabetics at
risk of suffering foot ulcers. The authors designed a wireless, customizable, and washable smart sock
with pressure-sensitive fibers that computed stress indicators based on pressure data. A subject-specific
finite element foot model was introduced to provide real-time feedback to help patients prevent
foot ulcers.
A further aspect that has been researched is glaucoma patients. Ma and colleagues [83]
investigated gait function in this patient population, and presented a wearable wireless sensor system
designed for real-time gait pattern analysis in glaucoma patients. The system was utilized in a
rando ized clinical trial with 19 participants, both glauco a patients and age- atched healthy
controls. Their results demonstrated that machine learning algorithms achieve an accuracy of over
80% in distinguishing extracted gait features of those with glaucoma from healthy individuals.
These findings show that smart shoe technology has great potential to allow accurate iagnostics
of gait impairments and their progression during the rehabilitation process. Information obtained from
smart shoes could be leveraged to enable individually-tailored treatment plans, and hence optimize
clinical outcomes. Studies also suggest that applications need to be carefully designed to reflect gait
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characteristics that are specific to the target medical conditions, which will be discussed in detail in the
following section.
3. Medical Aspects of Smart Shoes for Digital Health
Gait impairment is a common symptom in several diseases, and affects activities of daily living
and quality of life [65,68,84]. Among others, diseases with typical gait impairments are PD, multiple
sclerosis (MS), cerebral palsy (CP), osteoarthritis, rheumatism, spinal cord disorders, and sarkopenia.
Quantitative gait assessment of activity patterns has the potential to support clinical diagnostics and
therapeutic decisions [85], compensating for the fact that clinical motor assessments are subjective in
that they vary between investigators and depend on the experience of clinicians [86]. Sensor-based,
mobile gait systems are able to provide objective, spatiotemporal gait parameters recorded in a flexible
environment without being limited to motion labs, such as those measures found using gait analysis
carpets or high-precision three-dimensional (3D)-motion capture systems. Wearable sensors have been
shown to provide congruent results in patient cohorts with good accuracy and precision compared to
gold-standard laboratory systems [27,87].
As an example for typical gait impairment, patients suffering from PD show four cardinal
symptoms: bradykinesia, rigor, tremor, and postural instability [88]. These major symptoms, with the
exception of tremor, affect gait and consequently PD disease characteristics are associated with gait
impairment. The clinical gold standard in rating motor symptoms is the Unified Parkinson Disease
Rating Scale Part III (UPDRS-III) as described from the Movement Disorder Society [89]. However,
since only 2 out of 16 items of the UPDRS-III assess walking tasks, gait is under-represented in this
clinical score, and complementary measures are necessary. Sensor-based gait analysis systems are able
to close this gap (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Clinical diagnosis based on the Unified Parkinson Disease Rating Scale, part III motor score
(UPDRS-III) is not able to adequately reflect all gait impairments that occur in Parkinson’s disease
(PD). An instrumented gait analysis complements clinical assessment by providing different objective
parameters evaluating the broad spectrum of gait disturbances in PD.
Gait nd mobility are strongly correlated with quality of life (QoL) in PD, as summarized in
several eviews [66,90,91]. Objective gait assessment supports not only the clinical diagnostic workup
in PD, but also provides monitoring measures in the course of the disease to reflect the severity of
motor impairment and thus QoL.
With disease progression, PD patients develop motor fluctuations during the day, and thus
depend on timely medication intake and monitoring of the therapeutic effects on their mobility [74].
Home monitoring approaches could cover this range of gait mobility over the course of the day,
and serve as complementary technology with the aim to optimize multidisciplinary medical care
concepts for PD patients. For this purpose, the measured physical and physiological data need to go
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beyond pure smart shoe applications, and other biosignals (speech, upper extremity, sleep, . . . ) need
to be investigated. This has, for example, been extensively discussed in [92].
In a pilot study, a telemedical application that allows PD patients to attend clinical appointments
via video conference at home has been evaluated with 34 PD patients using a patient satisfaction
questionnaire. PD patients’ self-reporting revealed that the average costs related to the travel to the
doctor could be reduced by $200, and commute time by 209 min [93]. This supports that telemedicine
is a cost- and time-effective approach. Another group developed an instrumented Timed Up and Go
test (iTUG) supported by wearable sensors to receive complementary information by analyzing gait
characteristics in different test phases (i.e., sit-to-stand, walking, turning, and turn-to-sit) instead of
just interpreting the time patients take to complete the test [94,95]. The iTUG was assessed in PD
subjects and controls in a laboratory as well as in a home environment. iTUG measurement at home
has been shown to be feasible, providing comparable results in differentiating early PD patients and
controls using sensor-based parameters such as cadence, angular velocity of arm-swing, turning time,
and turn-to-sit time. In a therapy monitoring study observing how walking aids may affect risk of
falling related gait parameters in 106 geriatric patients, wearable sensors have recently been shown to
objectively evaluate the positive impact of a wheeled walker on gait stability [29].
Despite promising benefits in the provision of complementary information for clinicians and the
delivery of high-quality, efficient care, sensor-based objective measures are at present not implemented
into complex healthcare concepts and also not refunded by healthcare providers [74,92].
Indeed, there are challenges with analyzing gait in complex diseases such as PD, where the
spectrum of symptoms affecting individual quality of life range from diverse motor-symptoms,
including gait impairment, to non-motor symptoms [91,96]. Thus, mobility limiting gait patterns
are heterogeneous even in PD patients in the same disease stage. In addition, if motor-fluctuations
appear, they can vary throughout the course of the day. The most advanced applications to monitor
motor-fluctuations using wrist-worn inertial sensors show the limits of activity patterns in enabling the
timely, exact prediction of the motor state of a patient [86]. Therefore, complementary to wrist-worn
sensor-based activity patterns, gait signatures could help to identify and resolve individual motor
patterns before enabling a validated quantification of individualized gait and motor impairments.
Hence, sensor-based measures have the potential to support clinical trials and patient care in the
hospital or home environment by continuous monitoring of clinically relevant targets, including
motor-fluctuations and falls.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
Although wearable sensors are ubiquitously present on the market for health and sport activities,
the same is not true for the medical application sector. Usable and useful patient-empowering
telemedical applications in the disease context are still mainly research examples. This is, in part,
due to the substantially higher requirements regarding development and regulatory hurdles for
medical products. Nevertheless, many systems are on the verge of entering the new area of digital
medicine. They have great potential to increase quality of life and care, prevent comorbidity,
and improve healthcare processes. Wearable sensors will change the way that healthcare is conducted.
The associated economic changes that this process will bring, as well as the requirements for the
regulation of data and ethics, are largely unaddressed at this point in time.
In any case, smart shoes as part of the IoHT will play an important role in this change process.
Gait is an ideal target parameter, since it defines mobility and autonomy as the major aspects of quality
of life in health and disease. A review article by Muro-de-la-Herran et al. [97] underlines this, reporting
a shift of interest towards body-worn sensor-based systems for gait analysis. In our opinion, the field
of gait analysis should move even more from instrumented tests that increase the objectiveness and
transparency of classical healthcare strategies towards pervasive telemedicine solutions that enable
new monitoring concepts for continuous and individualized healthcare integrated into the everyday
environment of patients.
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However, in order to move the medical application field forward, there is a definite need for more
translational research between engineering and medical experts. According to a recently published
review article in the field of gait assessment using inertial sensors [25], only 30% of the 669 analyzed
papers include relevant patient cohorts, and only 13% of the papers actually report on an application
in an operational clinical environment required for the highest technology readiness levels.
In our opinion, the steps required to pave the way for a better clinical application of wearable
sensors are the following:
(1) address disease-specific gait characteristics by objective and quantifiable gait parameters
(2) assess the validity and reproducibility of gait-related measures
(3) provide secure, safe, and reliable telemedical communication platforms linking wearable
sensor-based diagnostics, patient, therapists, and care givers
(4) integrate the medical and technological requirements during the development phase of
wearable sensors
(5) target user experience, both from medical- and consumer-use perspectives; this should also be a
target of academic investigations using statistics and discussion on user compliance for different
types of smart shoes (materials, features, usability)
(6) include regulatory and economic requirements in the development process
(7) motivate researchers to comprehensively address both technological solutions and medical
requirements, and demonstrate their relevance in operational clinical environments.
The example of sensor-based gait assessment nicely reveals that even though activity patterns
are suitable to generate relevant parameters for healthy living, more advanced algorithms and
experimental designs are needed for sport applications, but are needed even more importantly in
the disease context. Close collaboration between engineers and clinicians is necessary to understand
the needs of both fields (technical and medical), and to finally develop a practical solution that fits
with the technical requirements and that is able to support medical experts in clinical diagnostics
and care. As a third group, it is necessary to include patients in this digital health system, since the
aim is to improve their care concept. In this context, it is necessary to evaluate the patients’ needs
and satisfaction during the use of newly developed telemedical applications. The more patients
realize that this telehealth system supports their therapy or quality of life, the more interesting it is for
affected people.
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